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Sputter deposited Mn83Ir17(30 nm)/Co70Fe30(10 nm)/Ta thin films have been investigated for their

thermal exchange bias field drift at different storage temperatures after 10 keV Heþ ion bombardment

in an externally applied in-plane magnetic field. It is experimentally shown that the drift coefficient

in an intermediate time interval, as given in a recently developed model, is proportional to T and

proportional to the initial number of coupling sites in the polycrystalline exchange bias layer system

used. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3665198]

I. INTRODUCTION

Exchange biased ferromagnet/antiferromagnet bilayers

are used for magnetic reference electrodes in hard disk read

heads1 or other magnetoresistive sensor elements.2 There-

fore, the thermal stability of the magnetic characteristics

(exchange bias (EB) field, HEB, and coercive field, HC) is of

the highest importance for such industrial applications. With-

out an additional annealing step, however, the exchange bias

field changes temporally after layer deposition in a magnetic

field.3 In the past few years, it has been shown that this tem-

poral change of HEB is intimately connected with the local

anisotropy constant4,5 and grain size distribution6 of the

involved polycrystalline layer systems. The possibility of tai-

loring HEB in direction7 and magnitude8 in many EB layer

systems9 by keV-He ion bombardment (IB) has been demon-

strated some time ago. These ion bombardment modified

exchange bias systems have been shown to work in magneto-

resistive sensors2,10 and logic elements11 as well as for the

fabrication of artificial magnetic domains.12–15 Therefore,

for EB layer systems modified by ion bombardment it is also

important to understand whether and why there is a thermal

drift of HEB after ion bombardment.

In a first systematic study, the temporal drift of HEB after

10 keV He ion bombardment has been investigated at room

temperature.16 Therefore, a tentative model has been devel-

oped to describe the observed almost logarithmic increase of

HEB with time. One of the predictions of the developed

model16 is a characteristic storage temperature dependence

of the logarithmic change rate of HEB (with or without ion

bombardment). In the current study we present the results of

investigations on the temporal changes of the EB field for

different temperatures after ion bombardment and an analy-

sis of the published data without ion bombardment.

II. EXPERIMENT

The preparation, characterization, and modification of

the thin film system Mn83Ir17(30 nm)/Co70Fe30(10 nm)/

Ta(3 nm) with a buffer layer of 50 nm Cu has been previ-

ously described.16 Briefly, the EB fields of the used samples

after field cooling (HEB,0) at 528 K for 60 min in a field of

40 kA/m are between 8.2 and 9.3 kA/m. A magneto-optical

Kerr effect magnetometer in longitudinal geometry has been

used to characterize the sample’s magnetization reversal and

for the determination of the exchange bias field. The ion

bombardment was performed at room temperature by using

10 keV Heþ ions with a fluence of 1.0� 1015 ions/cm2 at a

base pressure of 1.0� 10�6 mbar. The in-plane magnetic

field, H
!

IB ¼ 80 kA=m, during IB was oriented parallel or

antiparallel to the field direction during field cooling17 (in

the following, briefly designated as parallel or antiparallel
bombardment field geometry).

For the experimental determination of the temporal

change of the exchange bias field, hysteresis loops have been

recorded in intervals of 60 min, with the first loop 1 h after

ion bombardment. After one day, the intervals were

increased gradually from 4 h to 3 days. Between the meas-

urements no external magnetic field was applied. The sam-

ples were stored at liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K), room

temperature (293 K), and on a hotplate at 373 K (below the

blocking temperature, TB¼ 500 K18,19) for 528 h and then all

samples were stored at room temperature. The conditions for

cooling and heating were used only for the storage of the

samples. The ion bombardment and magnetic characteriza-

tion were both performed at room temperature. Therefore,

the samples have been removed for each magnetic character-

ization for about 1 min from their storage location.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The modification of the exchange bias field as a function

of time after ion bombardment in a bombardment field paral-
lel to the original exchange bias direction normalized for the

exchange bias field after field cooling is shown in Fig. 1 for

samples stored at different temperatures. The same is shown

in Fig. 2 for bombardment in a magnetic field antiparallel to

the original exchange bias direction.

The ion bombardment in the parallel bombardment field

geometry induced an enhancement of the exchange bias field

to HEB (t¼ 1 h)/HEB,0¼ 1.11 one hour after the bombardmenta)Electronic mail: schmidt@physik.uni-kassel.de.
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which was almost independent of the storage temperature.

Subsequently, an approximately logarithmic temporal change

of the exchange bias field starts with different change rates at

different temperatures. A magnified view of the first 100 h of

the general effect can be found in Ref. 16. For longer times af-

ter bombardment, the logarithmic increase model fails since a

saturation value seems to be approached. Saturation is reached

faster at a lower storage temperature.

In the developed model16 the thermal aftereffect is

described for certain time intervals by,

HEB tð Þ=HEB;0 ¼ h þ Dh � ln tð Þ; (1)

where HEB(t) is the exchange bias field t hours after the ion

bombardment normalized for the exchange bias field before

ion bombardment, HEB,0, and h and Dh are fit factors for the

start and the logarithmic change rate of HEB(t)/HEB,0. In Eq.

(2), Dh has been expressed by,

Dh ¼ � Nlocðt ¼ 1 hÞ � jEB

l0MFMdFM

� kBT lnð�0Þ
KAF Vmin � Vmaxð Þ

; (2)

where Nloc(t¼ 1 h) is the number of grains in the local free

energy minima of the antiferromagnetic grains exchange

coupled to the ferromagnet at t¼ 1 h, jEB is the exchange

coupling constant, and KAF is the antiferromagnetic anisot-

ropy constant, both averaged over all grains, MFM and dFM

are the saturation magnetization and thickness of the ferro-

magnet, Vmin(Vmax) is the minimal (maximal) volume of

grains contributing to a stable exchange bias at the respective

temperature, as outlined in Ref. 16. Here, l0 denotes the

magnetic constant, kBT is the thermal energy, and �0 is the

characteristic transition rate for a spin flip, which is usually

assumed to be 10�9 s�1.20

The different graphs of Figs. 1 and 2 have been fitted by

Eq. (1) and the determined parameters, h and Dh, are shown

in Table I.

For the antiparallel bombardment field geometry, the ba-

sic behavior is very similar to bombardment in parallel bom-

bardment field geometry, however, the unidirectional

anisotropy is now rotated by 180 degrees.21,22

As outlined in Ref. 16, Eqs. (1) and (2) are valid starting

from a time when most of the coupling sites are already in

their respective global free energy minimum. Therefore, all

measurements have been started 1 h after ion bombardment,

such that most of the coupling sites are already in their

global free energy minimum. Additionally, a saturation

effect for longer storage times is observed, which also cannot

be described by Eqs. (1) and (2). From the present experi-

ments, it is obvious that saturation occurs faster for smaller

temperatures. Therefore, fits to Eq. (1) have been carried out

for intermediate time intervals between 1 and 168 h for

T¼ 77 K, between 1 and 576 h for 293 K, and between 1

and 504 h for 373 K. The determined coefficients, Dh, as

FIG. 1. (Color online) Temporal changes of HEB (normalized to the initial

value, HEB,0, after field cooling) after 10 keV He ion bombardment with

1.0� 1015 ions/cm2 in parallel bombardment field geometry for different

storage temperatures (see Sec. I). After 528 h, the cooling/heating was deac-

tivated (see Sec. II) and the samples were stored at 293 K. Lines connecting

the data points are guides to the eye.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Same as Fig. 1, but ion bombardment in antiparallel

bombardment field geometry with the same fluence.

TABLE I. Fit parameters determined by Eq. (1) from Figs. 1 and 2. The DHEB is the absolute change of the exchange bias field from t¼ 1 h to saturation after

ion bombardment with a fluence of 1.0� 1015 ions/cm2.

Bombardment field geometry T [K] (Sec. I) DHEB [kA/m] [64%] h [1] [62%] Dh [1/h] [66%] T [K] (Sec. II) Dh [1/h] [66%]

Parallel 77 1.12 1.13 0.0154 293 0.0349

293 2.14 1.14 0.0365 293 stable

373 3.95 1.16 0.0493 293 stable

Antiparallel 77 0.92 �1.00 �0.0132 293 �0.0294

293 2.77 �1.02 �0.0331 293 stable

373 4.35 �1.02 �0.0468 293 stable
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functions of temperature are plotted in Fig. 3. Within each

bombardment field geometry Dh depends approximately lin-

early on T. Since Eqs. (1) and (2) also hold for polycrystal-

line exchange bias layers which have not been modified by

ion bombardment, we have compared the model with the

published experimental data3 of a different exchange bias

layer system (NiO/NiFe). Figure 4 shows the data of Ref. 3,

plotted logarithmically with fits by Eq. (1). As the inset of

Fig. 4 shows, the determined coefficients, Dh, are also

approximately linearly dependent on T, confirming the

model of Ref.16 and similar published models.6

The ion bombardment of the exchange bias layers gives a

unique opportunity to test other consequences of the model.

Experiments have been carried out with the same exchange

bias layer system from the same batch. Therefore, for all sam-

ples, dFM and MFM of Eq. (2) are the same. Bombardment in

the parallel and antiparallel field geometry has been carried

out with the same fluence. Therefore, it is reasonable to

assume that the average coupling and anisotropy constants

jEB and KAF are the same for all samples and the grain size

distribution represented in Eq. (2) by (Vmin – Vmax). The only

parameter which is changed by the ion bombardment in the

parallel and antiparallel bombardment field geometry in a dif-

ferent way is Nloc(t¼ 1 h). Bombardment in the parallel bom-

bardment field geometry enhances the number of coupling

sites with a global energy minimum toward the original

exchange bias direction. Bombardment in the antiparallel field

geometry, where in the free energy landscape the directions of

local and global minima are exchanged, has to transfer the

majority of coupling sites from the new local free energy min-

imum direction to the global one. Therefore, Nloc(t¼ 1 h) for

the antiparallel field geometry is smaller than Nloc(t¼ 1 h) for

the parallel bombardment field geometry, which in turn leads

to a smaller Dh for the antiparallel field geometry at the same

storage temperature. This is exactly what can be observed

from Fig. 3.

Finally, the present experiments indicate that exchange

bias field saturation is smaller at smaller temperatures. This

is also explainable by the model used since at higher temper-

atures more coupling sites residing in the local energy mini-

mum direction may overcome the energy barrier leading to

higher exchange bias fields. Saturation for the present sam-

ples is reached faster at lower temperatures, also indicating

the smaller number of coupling sites which energy barrier

may be thermally overcome at a lower temperature.

IV. CONCLUSION

The present paper experimentally confirms the temporal

change of the exchange bias field at different temperatures as

proposed in recent models of the exchange bias field in poly-

crystalline layers. Using 10 keV He ion bombardment in dif-

ferent bombardment field geometries, it has been possible to

confirm the proposed dependence of the logarithmic change

rate with T and the influence of the initial number of cou-

pling sites in our recently developed model.
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